# Mentorship Timeline

**Terry PeerLink**

## October
- Get to know each other
- Review Partnership Agreement
- Review Short/Long Term goals

### October
- **Set Goals**
- Meet in person! Grab a cup of coffee in the Casey Commons!

## November
- Refine Short/Long Term goals
- Create tasks to accomplish short-term goals
- Discuss how mentorship can assist with reaching long-term goals

### November
- **Refine**
- The semester is flying by and exams are around the corner! Make sure to check in with your mentor/mentee!

## December / January
- Start checking off tasks for short term goals
- Set up next meeting(s) to accomplish short term goals and make progress towards long term goals

### December / January
- **Achieve Goals**
- Reconnect after Winter Break by attending a Terry event together! New year - new goals!

## February / March
- Start checking off tasks for short term goals
- Set up next meeting(s) to accomplish short-term goals and make progress towards long term goals

### February / March
- **Achieve Goals**
- Spring semester can be intense! Keep your head in the game and commit to those goals!

## April / May
- Reflect on mentorship
- Discuss goals for future correspondence
- Thank you's and conclusion of formal mentorship

### April / May
- **Wrap Up**
- It's the home stretch! Celebrate what you've accomplished with your mentor!
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